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Madman Across The Water
You’d have to be crazy to believe you could go from being an Orlando
entrepreneur to making fine German wine. Meet Mark Wallraff.
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t’s unusual to meet a person who’s exactly where they should
be, doing precisely what they should be doing. It’s even more
unusual when that person turns out to be a Tasmanian
Devil, whirling dervish-like through the stuffy business of
Old World winemaking. But the indisputable visual evidence is
right in front of me as Mark Wallraff reels off a hypnotic, headbobbing, pony-tail-shaking monologue, racing a mile a minute
across a personal landscape replete with rock ’n’ roll icons and
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chutzpah that borders on, well, mania. Wallraff obviously recognizes the look and pauses to take a deep draught of wine,
acknowledging my thoughts. “Yeah, I know I’m crazy – but in
a good way,” he says laughing.
It’s that good-natured drive that propelled Wallraff to create
an award-winning wine that has gained a passionate following among local wine enthusiasts, restaurateurs and retailers.
His Mosella Rieslings are helping restore the reputation of the
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much-maligned German varietal and are
finding an honored spot on high-end retail
shelves and restaurant menus.
Wallraff manages to tell all of this
without the braggadocio that might
be expected from someone who catburgled his way into the closed world
of winemaking along Germany’s Mosel
River and ended up bottling the produce of the most coveted vineyards in
the region. Instead, he tells the story of
his journey from Orlando entrepreneur
to respected German wine merchant in
the awe-struck tone of a regular guy who
bought a ticket for Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride
and inexplicably found himself occupying the executive suite at Disney.
Oh yeah, there might have been a
calculation or two along the way, he
slyly admits.
A refugee from the winters of his native
Minnesota, Wallraff arrived in Orlando
in 1976. He was scouring the South for
vintage guitars and selling them to rich
rock ‘n’ rollers. Wallraff eventually hung
out his shingle as a headhunter and by
the late 1990s had made enough money to essentially retire. He traveled the
world until the summer of 2001 when
he found himself in Germany.
“I was scheduled to fly back to the
States from Cologne on September 12,
2001,” he remembers. The World Trade
Center attack changed his plans and his
future. With flights to the United States
grounded, Wallraff decided to return to
a small hotel in the quiet Mosel River village of Bernkastel where he’d visited earlier in the trip. The people of Bernkastel
made an indelible impression, one that
led to a third trip to the town in 2002 and
a deal to buy a local hotel. Most of the
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year, Bernkastel’s hotels averaged 30 percent occupancy. During the winemaking season, however, visitors flooded in,
filling the town to overflowing. Wallraff
realized that Bernkastel’s moneymaker
was wine, not tourism, and dropped his
bid for the hotel.
Although he’s not a wine snob – his
standard order at the bar is Miller Lite –
like many Americans Wallraff had a low
opinion of the white Riesling wine that
dominates the Mosel River region’s output. A spike in the popularity of Riesling
in the 1980s led to a flood of new production, much of it mediocre, but the Riesling that Wallraff was served in Bernkastel was extraordinary. Opportunity and
inspiration collided. His new mission
was to bring righteous Riesling back to
America. There was just one problem:

“auslanders” – outsiders such as Wallraff
– had almost no chance of breaking into
the lucrative wine business in the Mosel
River valley. Being from Berlin was bad
enough, but an American? Fortunately,
heritage and chutzpah won out.
“My great-great-great grandfather was
a well-known wine merchant on Germany’s Rhine River,” Walraff says. “So
my name was familiar and meant something.” He also had met a vivacious German woman whose father was well connected. Introductions to members of the
esteemed Bernkastel Ring of winemakers
ensued. And then came the saint.
Bernkastel’s most famous former
resident is Nikolaus von Kues, a 15th
century theologian who founded the
local hospital, became a bishop and
eventually a saint.
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“Some of the hospital’s patients were
wealthy,” Walraff explains. “When they
died, they willed their land to the hospital.” That this land was some of the best
wine-growing acreage in Germany was
not lost on St. Nikolaus and the winery
was soon the hospital’s largest source of
income. Five hundred years later, it still is
with the products of St. Nicky’s vineyards
highly coveted by German aficionados.
On one of his periodic trips back
to the States, Wallraff connected with
a large American spirits company that
was looking to buy better quality Riesling – thousands of cases of it. When he
took that deal back to Bernkastel, Wallraff became an instant insider.
Taking a cut of a fat contract would
have been enough for most people, but
Wallraff decided to take his payment for
the deal in wine – but not just any wine.
He wanted to create his own label, to be
called Mosella. He sought out the best
local cellarmaster and, soon enough,
had formulated what he thought was a
winner. During frequent trips back to
Orlando, Wallraff met with area restaurateurs and retailers. Not everyone likes
his admittedly gruff style, Wallraff says,
but they do like his wine. Even the Ger-
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mans have been impressed. Last year,
Wallraff entered 16 Mosella Rieslings in
German competitions and came away
with 13 gold medals and three silvers.
Not bad for an auslander.
Mosella has played well back home,
too, where good Riesling – especially for
$25 a bottle retail – is harder to come
by. Of 10 varieties entered in the Florida
State Fair International Wine, Mosella
came away with seven medals. The word
is spreading through retailers such as
Petty’s Meat Market on State Road 434
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in Longwood, where it’s the only Riesling
wine buyer Olivier Lilette stocks.
“I think the American people like
some sweetness in their wine,” Lilette
says. “The Riesling corresponds to that,
and Mosella Rieslings are very good
quality for their price. Probably the best
pairing for a sweet Riesling is spicy food,
maybe something Asian. You can’t have
Pinot Noir with a spicy steak, but a Riesling will work well. A year ago, I tasted the
Mosella wines and asked for something
just a bit drier. Mark came back with his
feinherb wine, which is excellent.”
Luciano Cortes, assistant general
manager and sommelier at Park Plaza
Gardens in Winter Park, is also a fan.
“Mosella is clean, crisp and easy to
drink,” he says enthusiastically. “I rarely
drink white wine, but this is one of the few
I do drink. When someone orders a white
zinfandel, we suggest Mosella Riesling.
Once we give them a taste, they usually
order it. There are so many levels within
the Mosella line, it’s very easy to sell.”

Depending on the vagaries of weather, Wallraff bottles four to six different
Riesling wines from each harvest, ranging from the dry feinherb style to the
sweeter late-harvest (spatlese) style. In
2004, Mosella was able to produce the
rare, coveted – and very sweet – eiswein
(icewine), which is made from grapes
picked after they’ve frozen on the vines.
Even the “ordinary” Mosellas are special
– Wallraff made a total of just 830 cases
of all Mosella varieties in 2004 and just
over 1,000 cases in 2005.
“I don’t like to carry the same wines
everyone else has,” Cortes remarks, and
Mosella is never going to pump out the
volume bottled by a Prum, fitting Cortes’ criteria perfectly.
Walraff is modest about his own role:
“God makes the wine, I just put it in the
bottle. I want people to know what good
Riesling tastes like. My goal is to make
Mosella a household name in Florida
and New York, and maybe in California.”
With Mosella now being poured at
Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine
Bar, Park Plaza Gardens, Sam Snead’s
and several dozen other high-end Florida restaurants, Wallraff has a pretty good
start on the goal.
“Mosella wine is the last thing I’ll be
doing,” he says wistfully. “I have a house
on the Mosel River, and I’m in love with
a beautiful German woman. I have two
daughters, 16 and 31, in Orlando, and I
have a 7-year-old stepdaughter in Germany. This is the last chapter of my book.”
Maybe. But five minutes later, Wallraff
is belly up to the bar in Fleming’s, knocking back Miller Lite and providing nonstop commentary on the wine business,
the other customers in the restaurant
and the football game playing on the
flat-screen overhead. Retire? I wouldn’t
count on it: He’d be crazy to quit now.
For more information about Mosella, visit
mosellawine.com.
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